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a low-cost IoT based indoor air quality monitoring system. Recruited participants will be engaged in this study,  
with a standard body, non-smokers and non-sensitive groups. Selected plants are applied as biophilic design. The 
environmental parameters and human behaviours are measured by the developed indoor air quality monitoring 
system and various wearable devices.  The productivity ability is measured by exercises designed by Cambridge 
University Brain Science lab. The simulation task could be typing (information processing work). The creativity is 
measured by Taxonomy of Creative Thinking Method. The simulation task could be mind map (knowledge 
creation work). Cognitive performance is assessed by visual reaction time task, stroop task and visual backward 
digit span task etc. Results: Multiple data sources collected from various wearable devices are analyzed to 
measure human reaction to biophilic design. The adopted methodology to assess biophilic design on site will be 
also defined. An IoT based indoor air monitoring system was developed for environmental assessment.  
Conclusions: Effects of the biophilic design for the people’s effectiveness at work is discussed, by considering 
multidimensional data collection involving IoT technologies. Limitations for the ongoing research are presented 
and future research is foreseen. 
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The combined effect of poor perceived indoor air quality and supervisor’s social support on 
long-term sickness absences in workplaces – a follow-up study 

Finell E.1, Nätti J.1;  11Tampere University, Tampere 

This paper examined whether combined effect of employees’ perceived indoor air quality (IAQ) and reported 
social support provided by the supervisors predicted employees’ long-term absence from sickness (more than 10 
days) between one and three years later. By using negative binomial modelling, we analysed a representative 
sample of the working-age population in Finland (N = 16,084) from the Finnish Quality of Work Life Surveys 
(FQWLS) in 1997, 2003, 2008 and 2013 combined with the register-based follow-up data of participants’ long-
term absences covering a period of between one to three years after the FQWLS was collected. After all necessary 
background, work, and health-related factors were included in the model, employees who reported both low 
perceived IAQ and low social support had significantly higher rates of long-term absence than those who reported 
low perceived IAQ and good social support (p < 0.01). In addition, those who reported low perceived IAQ and 
good social support had significantly higher rates of long- term absence than those who reported only mild or no 
problems with IAQ and good social support (p < 0.01). This finding underlines the importance to take into account 
the combined effect of environmental and social stressors when analysing the health effects of indoor 
environments. It also emphasises the essential role of supervisors when solving workplaces’ indoor air problems. 
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Teachers and students need good learning environments to perform well. In this study it is pre-supposed that the 
spatial properties of classrooms can contribute to the quality of the educational process. Thermal, acoustic and 
visual conditions and indoor air quality (IAQ) may be extremely powerful in order to support the in-class tasks of 
teachers and students. But what are the optimal conditions? And do schools provide optimal indoor 
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environmental conditions? Research shows that adequate ventilation and thermal comfort in classrooms could 
improve academic performance of students. However, different studies also suggest that poor indoor 
environmental quality in classrooms are common and, in some cases, even unhealthy. This study investigates the 
relationship between indoor air quality (IAQ), perceived indoor air quality (PIAQ) and building-related symptoms 
of students in university classrooms via subjective assessment and objective measurement. This study was carried 
out in 59 classrooms of a university of applied sciences in the northern part of the Netherlands during heating 
season. Responses from 366 students were obtained through a questionnaire. Results shows that carbon dioxide 
concentrations (CO2) exceed minimum Dutch guidelines in 36% of the observed classrooms. Moreover, after a 40 
minute class this raised to 45% of the observed classes. Poor IAQ can affect teachers and students level of 
attention, cause arousal and increase the prevalence of building-related symptoms. A significant correlation was 
found between CO2 concentrations and PIAQ and between PIAQ and the ability to concentrate, tiredness and dry 
skin. The research findings imply that increased CO2 concentrations will affect the PIAQ of students and may 
cause inability to concentrate, increased tiredness and dry skin. These building-related symptoms can cause 
distraction and affect the academic performance of students negatively. It is highly recommended to improve IAQ 
in classrooms by offering better indoor environmental conditions through reducing CO2 concentrations. 

Keywords: building-related symptoms, carbon dioxide, indoor environmental conditions, quality of learning, university 
classroom 


